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Summing divergent series 

•  Warning: addition is not infinitely commutative 
•  Warning: addition is not infinitely associative 
•  Euler summation 
•  Borel summation 
•  Generic summation methods 
•  Zeta summation 
•  Continued functions 



Some practice series 

1 – 1 + 1 – 1 + 1 – 1 + … 
 
1 – 2 + 3 – 4 + 5 – 6 + … 
 
1 + 0 – 1 + 1 – 0 + 1 + … 
 
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + … 



Can we sum these series??! 

This seems to require complex analysis… 



Complex plane 



Zeta summation 

C is a Hankel contour that encircles the  
negative-real t axis in the positive direction. 
 
 
For s = 0 and s = –1: 



Application of Euler summation! 

ζ(0) = –1 + 1 – 1 + 1 – 1 + 1 …   



For s = –1  

We get the series: 

No complex numbers appear explicitly!!! 



Hendrik Casimir 
1909-2000 

A remarkable idea… 
the Casimir force 
is a sum over modes 

Application in physics 



Dramatic example of 
the Casimir force… 









BOOM! 



Euler summaton for quantum mechanics 

Reconstructing a Hamiltonian from its eigenvalues and eigenstates: 

Completeness: 

These are divergent series! 



Example: Square well on [0,π] 



As t approaches 1 you get a delta function δ(x – y) 



We discussed:                         
Borel summation 

and 
Generic summation 



 Crucial problem: 
What if we don’t know all the 

terms in the series?? 
 
 

This is a nontrivial problem... 



Example of a nontrivial problem 



...and here is the solution! 



Example: Continued exponentials 

Rewrite the divergent series  

as the continued exponential 



Example 



Region of convergence 





Continued fractions --- An IQ test 

What’s the next number 
 in this sequence? 

O, T, T, F, F, S, S, E, ... ??  
 
14, 34, 42, 72, … ?? 
 
1, 5, 61, … ?? 





Padé Summation... 









Padé summation of anharmonic 
oscillator ground-state energy series 

 
E(ε) = 1/2 + 3/4 ε – 21/8 ε2 + 333/16 ε3  

– 30885/128 ε4 + 916731/256 ε5   
– 65518401/1024 ε6 + 2723294673/2048 ε7  

– 1030495099053/32768 ε8  
+ 54626982511455/65536 ε9 – … 



Padé(m,n) 
(0,1) 0.66667 

(1,1) 0.95600 

(1,2) 0.73385 

(2,2) 0.87411 

(2,3) 0.76506 

(3,3) 0.84110 

(3,4) 0.78102 

(4,4) 0.82529 

Note that E(1) = 8.03362 e+8 (!!)  
 
But… 



Mathematical reason that perturbation series 
diverge --- many many Feynman graphs! 
 
Physical reason that perturbation series 
diverge --- level crossing 
      We must use complex analysis, which 
      explains many things about the real world 

Why do perturbation series diverge? 



The conventional world is 
described by real numbers: 

-Election results 
 
 
 
-IQ test results 
 
 
 
-Money Real quantity of money … 



Real quantity of money: 



What can we learn from  
complex-variable heory? 



(1) Why do Taylor series stop converging? 

Answer: Singularities in the complex plane 

Complex plane … 



(2) Asymptotic expansion of integrals 

real-t axis -1 0 1 

For large x the contribution to 
I(x) is NOT localized at t = 0 (!!!) 



For large |x| 
contribution 
to integral is 
localized at a  
saddle point in 
complex plane 



Square-root function is confusing! 
Why are there two answers??! 

The square-root function must be defined on a Riemann surface… 

(3) Understanding real functions 



Square-root function is defined on a two-sheeted  
complex Riemann surface: 

Riemann surface: two complex planes cut and glued together 
 
If you go around twice, you return to the starting point…  



Things that are the same when 
you go around twice… 

Möbius strip… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electron… 
 



Modern physics already uses complex numbers: 

xp – px = i 

Time reversal corresponds to complex 
conjugation --- changes the sign of i 

ħ Heisenberg algebra 

Schrödinger equation 
 

Eugene Wigner 



Quantum mechanics: 
A particle in a potential 
well has quantized 
energy levels 
 
 
 
 
 
Going from one 
level to another is 
a “quantum leap” 
  



 (4) Complex analysis gives a deeper 
understanding of quantization… 

Try to imagine a two-state system 
having energies a and b… 

Introduce a coupling constant to couple the states: 



Energies for this two-state system 

Level crossing occurs at 
square-root singularities 
in the complex-g plane at 

(called Bender-Wu singularities) 



E(g) is defined on a two-sheeted Riemann surface: 

Complex-g 
surface 

On the complex-g surface the quantum levels are not discrete 
 
Quantization is topological – quantum energy levels correspond 
to the counting of sheets in a Riemann surface 
 
These singularities explain the divergence of perturbation series 
(and complex-variable techniques are used to sum the series!) 



Imagine a parking garage… 

Energy levels are smooth analytic continuations of one another! 



Laboratory analytic continuation of eigenvalues 

(2) H. Xu, D. Mason, L. Jiang, and J. G. E. Harris, Nature 537, 80 (2016) 
 
 
(3) J. Doppler, A. A. Mailybaev, J. Böhm, U. Kuhl, A. Girschik, F. Libisch, 
     T. J. Milburn, P. Rabl, N. Moiseyev, and S. Rotter, Nature 537, 76 (2016) 

(1) 

Note the term PT symmetry … 



This brings us to topic #3 
 in this course – 
 
PT-symmetric quantum theory  



PT-symmetric Hamiltonians are 
complex deformations of Hermitian 

Hamiltonians 
You begin with a Hermitian Hamiltonian 
and introduce a deformation parameter… 

Complex deformed parrot Complex deformed frog Complex deformed squirrel 



One-parameter family of PT-symmetric Hamiltonians  
obtained by complex deformation of the harmonic oscillator 

Special cases: 

Look! H is not 
Hermitian but 
its eigenvalues 
are all real! 

H = p2 – x4 
(quartic: ε=2)  

H = p2 + ix3  
(cubic: ε=1) 

H = p2 + x6 
(sextic: ε=4)  



Simple example: H = p2 + x2 + iεx  

En = 2n +1 +ε2/4       (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, …) 



H = p2 + x4 (ix)ε  

The picture is generic… 



H = p4 + x2 (ix)ε  



H = p2 + x2 (ix)ε log(ix) 









Over 4,000 papers published on PT symmetry 
    (in 2018 there were 20 papers in Nature and 20 papers in PRL) 
 
 
Scores of theses written 
 
 
Scores of conferences, workshops, and symposia on PT symmetry 
 
 
Scores of beautiful experiments in many areas of physics 



CAN WE PROVE THAT THE 
EIGENVALUES ARE REAL? 


